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Fidessa’s compliance solution takes top honours at Buy-Side
Technology Awards
London, 8th November 2011 – Fidessa group plc (LSE: FDSA), provider of high-performance trading,
investment management and information solutions for the world’s financial community, has
announced that its buy-side compliance solution has been named the best in its class at the annual
Buy-Side Technology Awards for the fourth consecutive year.

The award recognises Fidessa's position as the buy-side compliance market leader and reflects the
continued investment made by the firm since acquiring LatentZero in 2007. The win caps a successful
year for Fidessa’s buy-side compliance solution with a number of successful client implementations
and upgrades in Europe, North America and Japan.

The buy-side is facing a regulatory "wall of noise" that is affecting both trading and compliance
workflows (including Dodd-Frank, MiFID II and UCITS IV). Fidessa's solution has been engineered to
give compliance officers all the tools they now need to stay ahead in an increasingly challenging and
cost-conscious environment.

Robin Strong, Director of Buy-side Market Strategy at Fidessa, comments: “Against a backdrop of
what is arguably the biggest shake-up the industry has ever seen, asset managers are increasingly
coming under fire from both clients and regulators. Investment clients are scrutinising the performance
of their investment portfolios while demanding instant service and transparency. Fidessa has invested
heavily in its buy-side compliance offering in recent years, and evolved it into a trusted solution that
has been specifically designed to meet these demands and provide exactly the service that today’s
compliance officers can rely on.”

“The compliance function is moving beyond the simple task of identifying situations that represent a
breach of client mandates and regulations" adds Strong. "Our compliance solution is much more than
just a rules engine: it sits at the heart of Fidessa's buy-side solutions and is integrated across our
portfolio management, order and execution management solutions. We are delighted to be
recognised by Buy-Side Technology with this award, which stands as a testament to the investment
Fidessa has made in our compliance solution and confirms its leading position in the marketplace.”
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About Fidessa group
Exceptional trading, investment and information solutions for the world’s financial community.
New technology, new regulation, new challenges: making money in today’s financial markets is all about staying ahead of the
curve. Having the capability to spot new trends and act fast turns change into opportunity. That’s why 85% of the world’s
premier financial institutions trust Fidessa to provide them with their multi-asset trading and investment infrastructure, their
market data and analysis, and their decision making and workflow technology. It's also why $10 trillion worth of transactions
flow across our global network each year. Because we’re the market leader, we can also offer unique access to the world’s
largest and most valuable trading community of buy-side and sell-side professionals, from global institutions and investment
banks to boutique brokers and niche hedge funds.
Fidessa is a global business with scale, resilience, ambition and expertise. We’ve delivered around 30% compound growth
since our stock market listing in 1997 and we're recognised as the thought leader in our space. We set the benchmark with our
unrivalled set of mission-critical products and services and, uniquely, serve both the buy-side and sell-side communities.
Ongoing investment in our leading-edge, integrated solutions ensures Fidessa remains the industry's number one choice.
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